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IS THERE AN INTERNAL COMBUSION ENGINED VEHICLE IN OUR FUTURE?
As you all know, this is not my area of expertise (give me a spreadsheet any day!) however, CHMC has
a great insightful team who, both individually and as a group, provide me with information from
outside my box. Some of these comments from emails are shown below.
This issue was one that I put to the CHMC Committee members and asked them to provide their
knowledge and ideas so that I could get some sort of grasp on the whole process. This was after
forwarding the clip from Neil, so I started having a look around myself. There also has been a bit of
chatter in the newsletters/magazines coming across my screen.
I was told that the video clip was a mock-up from a US daily humour site not from Germany but an EV
charging station fire in China during May 2020 (see Video backfires with claimed German electric car
fire). Germany has not barred EVs from parking underground. Maybe the message gained so much
attention because many in the hobby would like to hear it as a truth.
(Compiled by M Beale)
Comments from some of the CHMC Committee members:
 In fact EVs are only a smaller part of the bigger fuels future for heritage vehicles problem. They are
only part of a swag of inter-related issues that face the hobby round the world. Issues that OHA is
on to too, as is its University partner, and as is FIVA. There are many concerned heritage vehicle
owners across 4 continents that are forming groups. These groups have recognised the bigger
picture and are trying to come to terms with it and figure out the way/s forward.
 Whilst EV's are a fairly attractive proposition for people who use vehicles for local running (low
distances travelled each day, with long periods available for recharging via a 240v home outlet),
there are a couple of substantial hurdles for others:
•
•

•

Firstly the development of an EV which can tow the likes of a caravan up to 500km in a day is
but in its infancy.
Secondly, fast charging of EV's requires a Grid providing 3 phase power. This is simply not
available along most of the road network used by people exploring Australia. Indeed the existing
Grid around many regional towns is limited to single phase 240v, meaning that many people in
rural areas may not even be able to install fast charging outlets at home.
Whilst powered campsites are readily available in Western NSW or Central Australia, these are
generally 240v, and in many cases provided by privately operated generators, not via a State
owned Grid.

Countries like Norway, with an outstanding percentage of new EV's sold, have abundant supplies of
inexpensive Hydro power and a very compact electricity Grid serving a fairly densely populated country.
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Australia has very much the opposite, limited but expensive power and a small Grid trying to service a
very large and sparsely inhabited area.
Council not sure of the cost of extending the Grid along popular tourist routes in Western NSW, let
alone the likes of the Eyre and Stuart Highways, might be, but it would not come cheaply. Such
expansion would need to provide power for clusters of fast charging stations for not only the presently
available EV's, but also the heavier tow vehicles yet to be developed.
Would it be equitable for present road or electricity users to fund such an infrastructure
expansion? Perhaps AHMF may wish to comment, after looking at a map of Australia's
Electricity Grid?
 Most manufacturers have already signalled the end of development and production of internal
combustion vehicles and many have set targets for this over the next decade. As a net importer of
vehicles, we will be forced to accept what is manufactured elsewhere largely driven by emissions
regulations in Europe and America. Sometime in this decade electrification of the vehicle fleet will
logically strengthen. Just how long it will take to achieve critical mass on Australian roads is difficult
to determine. Some estimates suggest it will be by 2035. The NSW government is committed to
installing a fast charge network so that no one is any more than 2 hours away from such a charge
point. Their proposed network map includes relatively remote areas of Western NSW including
routes like Bourke to Brewarrina.
It is in this context that meaningful discussion needs to take place about the future of heritage motoring.
An organisation such as AHMF could be driving this and not be side-tracked away from the real game.
A Vehicle Standard needs to be developed for conversion from Internal Combustion engines to Electric
motors. Issues widely being canvassed include equivalent performance of electric engines; braking;
battery location; suspension and steering upgrades. This fits within a scenario of not being able to
access current fuels or drive ICE vehicles in large capital cities such as Sydney, Canberra, Newcastle,
Wollongong.
Do we want our heritage vehicles to become static museum displays or remain as operating
heritage on our roads?
Based on current modelling the availability of suitable fuels to power our heritage vehicles is likely to
diminish as the electrification of the National fleet rises. This will have significant implications for our
movement and the manner in which we operate.
Do we want to be part of the discussion and decision making or leave it in the hands of
governments pandering to vested interests of motor vehicle manufacturers whose only real aim
is to sell new vehicles?
Our belief is that we will have limited opportunities to shape policies and legislation that will have a
major impact on us, whether we like it or not. It seems that now is the expedient time to ensure that we
have a seat inside the tent…and shape the agenda in the interests of our movement… with policy
makers.
 Council is not suggesting against a transition to EV's, but we feel sure that it will take much longer
than some people expect it to. Toyota, for instance has said: "it has no plans to introduce a plug-in
battery electric vehicle, adding that “significant investment in charging infrastructure and solutions to
power supply issues in Australia are required before the mass introduction and adoption of EVs in
the market can become a reality”.
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In the meantime, there are quite a few things to be aware of:
•

•
•

•

•
•

EU has been the major push against petrol and diesel CARS (not all vehicles at this stage). VW
(the world's second largest car manufacturer) for example, has indicated an end to manufacture
of its petrol and diesel cars in EU by 2035, and in China and US some time later.
Germany is progressing towards providing fast charging stations at 60km intervals (quite a bit
closer than NSW's 2 hours)
Most significant progress towards emission free commercials has been from Toyota with its Fuel
Cell (Hydrogen) technology. Rechargable battery powered light commercials are yet to hit the
streets.
Powering the likes of the thousands of B Doubles that pass along the Newell each day with
anything other than diesel doesn't appear to be on any agenda, nor does an alternative power
source for the diesel electric locomotives that will ply the Inland Rail for many decades to come.
We suspect that the government will require adequate supplies of diesel to keep the French
sourced submarines operational after they start arriving in 2035.
A suitable alternative to Avtur (basically power kerosene) as a power source for aircraft doesn't
appear to be talked about too much. Airbus is experimenting with a Hydrogen option, others are
focussing on reducing emissions from Avtur.

In short, Fossil fuels (or petroleum products) are likely to be around in some form or another for a few
decades yet. It is most likely that diesel cars and light commercials may have access to fuel well after
petrol "dries up". It is understood that to refine crude oil to products such as diesel, petroleum products
result as by products earlier in the process. If this is so, is there a chance that whilst the country may
relay on diesel fuels for some decades yet, there may be some avenues for petrol to continue to
become available to keep Heritage vehicles operating?
We suggest that AHMF could profitably commence discussions with the likes of the petroleum industry
to see just what types of fuel are most likely to remain available over the next few decades. Access to
this type of information could be a starting point from which the movable heritage industry may develop
survival strategies.
 The nub of our contribution to the discussion thus far is simply that like it or not, electrification of the
National fleet is fast approaching, and whilst we are not putting a crystal ball in a race, we suspect it
will hit us a lot sooner than we might like think.
Council believes that the multitude of issues that this envelopes our movement/hobby in, needs serious
consideration and that the time for peak bodies such as AHMF to begin such considerations is now.
 Our Webmaster would like to draw everyone’s attention to the Message from the FIVA President
that was put on Council’s Home page recently (it was also distributed by AHMF to Delegates) We can’t ignore the fact that we – FIVA and its members – must put even more effort into
lobbying. The transition from fossil to alternative fuels is irreversible: as FIVA we accept this,
and indeed support the drive for cleaner air. But what we are working on is a unified positioning
to gain global recognition for our sector and its great cultural, social and economic significance.
FIVA’s “brains trust” far outstrips anything we have here in Australia in both number and breadth and
depth of specialists and experts in more fields than just old vehicles, FIVA luckily can draw on those
with considerable expertise in petrochemicals, automotive engineering, cultural heritage and legislation
(and has done so in the past to good effect). AHMF has to successfully align itself with such friendly
expertise in Australia, and seek alliance to FIVA (which they could do under an “observer” status).
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CHMC cannot be accused of inactivity in considering the issues ahead for our vehicles. We have strong
relationships with OHA and its initiatives concerning fuels and other looming issues, we are activists in
cultural heritage at National and State levels; and we are in contact with those discussing the issues
that are imminent for our hobby at pan-Pacific and global levels.
We need to take on board the comments and discussions from all of our Committee about EV’s, fuels,
skills transfer, intangible and tangible knowledge transmission, sector economics, and succession
planning – engagement of younger people*. As a very clever strategist that one of our Committee
members worked with used to say – “there are no wrong answers here, there are comments, thoughts
and information that we need to consider and weigh up as appropriate”.
Our Committee is a cross-section of the hobby at present, and what we all say and think are what will
largely be said and thought by our membership (though the Committee have the advantage of some
more specialised info sometimes and the opportunity to send ideas etc round our group in a safe
manner for discussion) so having those thoughts and comments discussed among ourselves prepares
us for what would come in from our membership when these matters are conversed openly with our
clubs.
Timing: If last week’s OHA sector reps workshop with Canberra Uni IRG researchers about the “future”
of operating heritage is any guide, the hobby has maybe 5-10 years to get a lot of things right (with
government, with the public and in its own house) before operating heritage is overwhelmed by the
impact of alternate fuels, legislation, skills and knowledge loss, group ageing, etc. The IRG group noted
too that what happens/is happening overseas (hence our need to tag FIVA) is occurring faster there
than here, but impacts Australia, subtly now but with increasing significance in a very few years.
The problems ahead are very complex and we are pleased that FIVA, with its strengths, is taking a
proactive approach. We are doubly pleased OHA has its finger on all this as well.
*the preliminary discussion that the new Pan-pacific/global group had last week identified that more
effort should be focussed on the generation of 40-50 year-olds rather than trying hard for teens and
under 30s, for socio-economic reasons the middle aged were identified as being more likely to be
successfully engaging with the hobby at this time.
-------------------------------------------------Additional questions to consider:
As electric vehicles become more prominent on our roads, how will access to non ethanol
supplemented petrol be guaranteed?
How will the Historic / Heritage vehicle fleet be guaranteed road access as we push towards
zero emissions?
Is a VSI being developed to cover conversion of internal combustion to electric power?
Will Historic vehicles converted to electric power still have access to each Australian State’s
limited access Historic Vehicle Registration? Note some high-end classics offer conversions
that can be reversed, eg. Aston Martin; Jaguar

Presented to AHMF AGM September 2021
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